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On the Multiplicative Products of x^ and xξ
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In my previous paper [SJ we examined the relationship between the
different approaches of defining multiplication between distributions. We
consider only distributions defined on the real line R. The definition of
multiplicative product due to Y. Hirata and H. Ogata [2] is equivalent to the
one given by J. Mikusiήski [4]. In the sequel the multiplicative product in
this sense of two distributions 5, T, if it exists, will be denoted by ST. We
have shown in [6] that S T exists if and only if (φS)*f, φeQ), when restricting
it to a neighbourhood of 0, is a bounded function continuous at 0. Another
approach suggested by H. G. Tillmann runs as follows: let S(z) and f(z) be
locally analytic functions corresponding to S and T respectively ([7], p. 122).
Putting S€(χ) = S(χ-\-ίε)-S(x-ίε) and f€(x) = f(x + ίε)-T(x-ίε), ε>0, he
defined the product S T to be lim S€t€ if it exists, or more generally the finite

part of S€T€ (in Hadamard's sense) if it exists. As in my previous paper [3],
we understand by SO T the distributional limit lim S€f€ if it exists. We have

shown in [3] that if ST exists, then SOT exists and coincides with ST, but
not conversely.

The main purpose of this paper is to make a comparison between the
various multiplications indicated above when S and T are x°ί and xί respec-
tively.

1. Preliminaries

It is shown in [6] that if ~T exists, then S-̂ -, sT exist and -f-(SΓ)
dx ax dx

= dSτ^sdT L e t g^ b e t h e g e t o f a l l distributions with supports in the
dx dx

positive real axis.

PROPOSITION 1. Let Y be the Heaviside function. Let T be , . Then YT
dx

exists if and only if there exists a neighbourhood U of 0 in R such that S is a
bounded function in U and is continuous at 0. When YT exists, YT—
-4<YS)-S(0)S and especially YT=Tfor TeQ)f.
dx

PROOF. Suppose YT exists. Then YS exists. In view of the relation:


